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We have studied low-frequency resistance fluctuations~noise! in a single crystal of the rare-earth perovskite
manganite Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3, which shows a charge-ordering transition at a temperatureTCO'245 K. The
measurements were made across the charge-ordering transition covering the temperature range 200 K,T
,330 K and frequency range 1023 Hz, f ,10 Hz. The noise measurements were made using an ac bias with
and without a dc bias current imposed on it. We find that the spectral powerSV( f ) contains two components—
one broad band 1/f part that exists for all frequency and temperature ranges and a single-frequency Lorentzian
of frequencyf c , which is strongly temperature dependent. The Lorentzian inSV( f ) that appears due to random
telegraphic noise~RTN! as seen in the time series of the fluctuation is seen in a very narrow temperature
window aroundTCO where it makes the dominating contribution to the fluctuation. When the applied dc bias
is increased beyond a certain threshold current densityJth , the electrical conduction becomes nonlinear and
one sees the appearance of a significant Lorentzian contribution in the spectral power due to RTN. We explain
the appearance of the RTN as due to coexisting charge-ordered~CO! and reverse orbitally ordered~ROO!
phases. These phases are in dynamical equilibrium over a mesoscopic length scale ('30 nm), the kinetics
being controlled by an activation barrierEa'0.45 eV. The destabilization of the CO phase to the ROO phase
causes nonlinear conductivity as well as the appearance of a RTN-type fluctuation when the bias current
exceeds a threshold. The 1/f noise is low forT@TCO but increases by nearly two orders in a narrow tempera-
ture range asTCO is approached from above and the probability distribution function~PDF! deviates strongly
from a Gaussian dependence. We explain this behavior as due to approach of charge localization with corre-
lated fluctuators which make the PDF non-Gaussian.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transport and thermodynamic properties of colossal m
netoresistive rare-earth manganese oxide ofABO3 structure
have attracted considerable current interest. Depending
the composition (Mn41/Mn31), averageA-site cationic ra-
dius, temperature, and magnetic field, the ground state ca
general be a ferromagnetic metal~FMM!, charge-ordered in-
sulator~COI!, charge-disordered antiferromagnetic insula
~AFI!, and even ferromagnetic insulator~FI!.1–3 In the com-
position range where the Mn41/Mn31 ratio '0.25–0.5, the
ground state is typically FMM or COI. In systems such
Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 there is a transition from a paramagnetic i
sulating phase~PI! to a FMM phase that becomes unstable
low temperatures and undergoes a transition towards the
phase. In some narrower band systems such
Pr12xCaxMnO3 (x.0.3–0.5), the transition can be from
charge-disordered PI phase to a COI phase. The COI p
so formed can be unstable against a number of perturba
such as magnetic field, current, and charge injection.4–8 The
destabilization of the COI state leads to the FMM phase. T
COI phase in some narrow band systems such
(Nd0.25La0.25)Ca0.5MnO3 or (La5/82xPrx)Ca3/8MnO3 (x
'0.35) can be unstable at low temperatures and on coo
to T.100–150 K gives rise to the FMM phase. The br
discussion above shows that in these manganites there
phases with different spin, charge, and orbital orders
have almost similar energies.9,10 Existence of multitudes o
phases of similar energies has given rise to the possibilit
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coexisting phases in certain temperature ranges in these
terials. This is generally termedphase separation~PS!. The
PS phenomenon seems to be a rather common phenom
in manganites with narrow band width.11 The published re-
ports seem to point to the fact that it can occur over ext
sive length scales ranging from few nm tomm and presum-
ably the microscopic and mesoscopic phase separations
different mechanisms.12–15 Although PS has been seen in
number of systems using both microscopic as well as b
techniques, it has not yet been established if it is of el
tronic origin or if it arises from random lattice strains o
disorder.13 It may also be noted that often the samples us
are of rather poor quality~as shown by the absence of sha
transitions! and for such cases structural disorder-driven
cannot be ruled out. In some of these systems showing
there is proximity to a first-order transition.

Noise spectroscopy has been used in the past to study
dynamics of phase separation.16,17 This is a sensitive tech
nique and can give useful information on low-frequen
fluctuations. In this paper we present a detailed investiga
of low-frequency (f <10 Hz) noise spectroscopy of the C
system Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3, which shows a rather well-define
transition atTCO.245 K. The principal motivations for the
present investigation are the following:

~1! Extend the noise spectroscopy measurements dow
lower frequencies in the 1023 Hz range. This is in order to
clearly separate out the broadband 1/f component and any
narrow band~Lorentzian type! component in the power spec
tra. Most earlier experiments were carried out forf
.0.1 Hz.
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~2! Doing the experiment nearTCO offers certain interest-
ing possibilities. In some CO systems the transition is kno
to be first order and there is a clear possibility of coexist
phases atT;TCO, particularly in the presence of disorde
and/or random spins.

~3! Most of the past investigations of PS using noise sp
troscopy were done in colossal magnetoresistive~CMR!
compounds~i.e., compounds which show a colossal decre
in the resistivity upon application of a magnetic field! where
the coexisting phases are PI~or COI! and FMM or AFI and
FMM.18,19 In this experiment the measurements are m
near the CO transition where the coexisting phases are PI
COI or ROO phases that occur belowTCO.

~4! Application of a dc bias current beyond a certa
threshold leads to nonlinear conductivity.8,20 This arises due
to the destabilization of the CO state. This is yet another w
of creating coexisting phases. Destabilization of the CO s
can also be created by a magnetic field. However, in
experiment we limited ourselves to current-induced dest
lization. There has been a preliminary report of enhan
conductivity noise in the regime of nonlinear conduction
our group in films of the CO system Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3.17 The
present studies are more detailed and are done on a
well-defined system with a distinct signature of charge ord
ing in the resistivity (r) versusT curve.

We are using a single crystal of Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3 system
for our investigations. Pr12xCaxMnO3 shows a charge order
ing transition for 0.5<x<0.3. However, the stability of the
CO state decreases asx moves away from half filling (x
50.5). We have the following reasons for choosing t
Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3 system:

~1! The Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3 system has been extensive
studied by us8 as well as by other investigators and most
the characteristics of the CO state are known. This is a
ticularly interesting system because both the trivalent Pr
divalent Ca ions that occupy theA site have almost the sam
ionic radii thus reducing effects of disorder.

~2! The single crystal used in this experiment has a p
ticularly sharp transition atTCO and has been used for sp
cific heat experiments by us, and the transition has b
shown to be first order where a substantial part of the entr
of transition appears as latent heat.9

~3! Previous transport studies carried out on this sys
have shown that at the onset of nonlinear conductivity fer
magnetic filaments appear in the bulk of the solid.20 Thus
there is a clear indication of PS setting in on biasing with
moderate current. In the case of Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3 there have
also been reports of the coexistence of ferromagnetic
antiferromagnetic fluctuations belowTCO. Such fluctuations
can also lead to PS.

As stated before, in our experiment we studied the c
ductivity fluctuations in the presence of an applied dc b
current. Experimentally, we implemented a different feat
in order to study noise spectroscopy with an applied dc b
We have used a setup in which noise can be measured w
fixed amplitude ac signal21 but one can independently app
a dc biasing current that does not interfere with the no
measurements. This is a particularly desirable feature.
observed voltage fluctuations need be scaled by the bias
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measures the noise in order to obtain the relative fluctua
SV /V2. If the bias for nonlinear conductivity and noise me
surements are the same,SV /V2 becomes a rather ill-define
quantity. In our setup~described below! one can obtain non-
linear conductivity and yet retain a well-defined meaning
SV /V2.

Our investigations show the important result that wh
there is broad 1/f component of noise that exists at all tem
peratures, there is an additional low-frequency compon
that becomes very large close toTCO. This low-frequency
component contributes a Lorentzian of corner frequencyf C
to the power spectra. This is associated with appearanc
RTN in the time domain.f C is a nontrivial function of the
temperature and shows a sharp change nearTCO. Such low-
frequency noise components riding on the 1/f spectrum also
appear when a dc bias is applied above a threshold cur
densityJth . At J'Jth there is onset of nonlinear conductivit
in the system.

We also find that asT→TCO from above, in the COI state
there is a rapid rise in the magnitude of the 1/f component of
the noise whose magnitude belowTCO remains more or less
T independent at least down toT/TCO'0.8. In the region
close to but above the transition where the 1/f noise steeply
rises asT is lowered, we find that the probability distributio
function ~PDF! changes from a Gaussian to non-Gauss
dependence.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The single crystal used in this experiment has been gro
by a floating zone technique. Ther vs T curve is shown in
Fig. 1. The charge-ordering temperatureTCO.245 K. As
stated before the crystal has a first-order-like phase trans
as seen in the plot of the specific heat9 ~Fig. 1 inset!.

The setup used for noise measurements is shown in Fi
We have used a five-probe ac arrangement for the meas
ment of noise using either a transformer preamplifier o
low-noise transformer depending on the value of the sam
resistance. For sample resistances,100 V we used a trans-
former preamplifier~SR 554! and for sample resistance
.100 V we used a low-noise preamplifier~SR 560!. The
carrier frequency was chosen in each case to lie in the ey

FIG. 1. The charge-ordering transition in Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3

showing the temperature dependence of the resistivity and spe
heat.
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the noise figure~NF! of the transformer or the preamplifier t
minimize the contribution of the transformer noise to t
background noise. The output of the preamplifier is fed t
lock-in amplifier ~SR830!. The output low-pass filter of the
lock-in amplifier has been set at 3 msec with a rolloff of
dB/octave. For a 3 msec time constant the output filter of t
lock-in amplifier with 24 dB/octave is flat tof <10 Hz. This
determines the upper limit of our spectral range. The out
of the lock-in amplifier is sampled by a 16 bit analog
digital card and stored in the computer. At each tempera
the data are taken by stabilizing the temperature withDT/T
.431023%. A single set of data is acquired typically for
time period of about 50 min or more at a sampling rate
1024 points/sec. The complete data set of a time serie
each temperature consisting of nearly 33106 points was
decimated to about 0.13106 points before the spectral powe
SV( f ) is determined numerically. The frequency ran
probed by us ranges from 1 mHz to 10 Hz, which allows
to probe time scales of the order of 15 msec to nearly
sec. The frequency range is determined mostly by pract
considerations. In addition to the limitation from the outp
filter of the lock-in amplifier, the upper-frequency limit i
also determined by the magnitude of the noise signal com
from the sample with respect to the background~typical
background spectral power'4kBTR, whereR is the sample
resistance!. The lower-frequency limit is determined by th
quality of the temperature control. In particular in the regi
of our investigationdR/dT being appreciable, the temper
ture fluctuation, if not low, can lead to an appreciable con
bution in the observed voltage fluctuations. The sample
sistance and the bridge output may show a long time drift
general, such a long time drift is subtracted out by a lea
square fit to the data. Taking these factors into considera
the lower spectral limit in our experiment has been kep
1023 Hz.

The dc biasing currentJdc has been applied using a circu
shown in Fig. 2. The decoupling capacitors and induct
shown in the figure decouple the ac and dc source and
vent dc being applied to the preamplifier circuit. It is impo
tant to check that the capacitors and inductor do not af
the gain and the phase of the amplifier and also do not in
duce additional features in the power spectra. This was te

FIG. 2. The experimental setup that allows measurement of
noise by an ac bias with a superimposed dc.
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by taking data on the sample at room temperature by bia
the circuit using only an ac signal (Jdc50) and taking data
with the decoupling capacitors and inductors both pres
and absent. Data were also taken using ac and dc app
together with the dc bias chosen to stay in the linear reg
of the E-J curve of the sample. In all these cases pow
spectra obtained were seen to be identical. In most of
data taken the ac voltage bias for noise measurement
kept at;1 mV rms. The linear dependence of the observ
spectral noise with ac bias at a typical temperature is sho
in Fig. 3, where f SV ~measured atf 51 Hz) is plotted
against the rms bias.

The sample used had dimensions 2 mm32 mm
31 mm. Five gold contact pads were evaporated on
sample and the contacts to the sample were subsequ
made by soldering 40mm copper wires using Ag-In solder
It may be noted that making low noise and low resistan
contacts is always a problem in noise experiments. The
way to check that an appreciable part of the noise is com
from the bulk and not from contact is to establish that t
spectral powerSV( f )/V2 scales as 1/V, whereV is the vol-
ume over which noise is measured. However, with limit
sample size, as in the crystal we have, extensive variatio
V is not possible. A good check can, however, be do
through monitoring of the background noise. The bac
ground noise, when the experiment is carried out in a w
shielded enclosure, should have a spectral power clos
SV.4kBTR. We find that when the contact resistance is lo
the background noise is close to.4kBTR. However, at low
temperatures where the sample resistance as well as the
tact resistance increases, the background noise can be
very large. In this condition there is also an apprecia
quadrature component of the signal. We avoided taking d
in this region because of the uncertainty that might ari
Ohmic contacts (I}V) or a quadratic dependence of spect
powerSV( f ) on V does not necessarily guarantee the abse
of contact noise contribution to the observed noise, es
cially when the contact resistance is high, as it happen
low temperatures in this case.

III. RESULTS

We present the results in three subsections. In the
subsection the results for zero applied dc bias are prese

e
FIG. 3. f SV( f ) as function of the ac bias.
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(Jdc50). We then present results of the time domain da
This is followed by the results with an applied dc bias (Jdc
Þ0) that induces nonlinear conductivity.

A. Noise as a function of temperature and frequency
for JdcÄ0

With no applied bias the conductivity is Ohmic and al
the spectral powerSV( f )}V2 as shown in Fig. 3. In Fig.
4~a!, we show the spectral powerSV( f )/V2 measured at a
few representative frequencies as a function ofT along with
the sample resistivityr(T). The data are close to the regio
220 K<T<260 K, which is 0.9<T/TCO<1.06. Note that
both r andSV( f )/V2 are plotted in a logarithmic scale. W
note that the spectral power at low frequenciesf
<0.125 Hz) passes through a pair of distinct maxima at
transition temperature (0.98<T/TCO<1.02), while the
higher-frequency spectral power does not have any such
tinct features close to the transition. This observation imp
that close toTCO, SV( f ) deviates severely from the 1/f fre-
quency dependence. We will elaborate on this aspect late
~Note that there has been a previous report of electrical n
in Pr2/3Ca1/3MnO3.16 The experiment carried out atf
.0.2 Hz found the spectra predominantly 1/f type with not
much of distinct feature nearTCO. This is in agreement with
our data forf >0.2 Hz.! In Fig. 4~b! we show the spectra
power as a function ofT over an extended temperature sca

FIG. 4. ~a! The spectral powerSV( f )/V2 measured at a few
representative frequencies as a function ofT along with the sample
resistivity r(T) close to the CO transition.~b! The same over a
wider temperature range.
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It is interesting to see that in this region from 260 K,T
,330 K there is a rapid rise in the magnitude of the noise
more than 2 orders while the spectral power retains itsf
character.

In Fig. 5 we plot the spectral power as a function
frequency at few representative temperatures (0.94<T/TCO
<1.06). The data are plotted asf SV( f )/V2 to accentuate the
deviation of the spectral power from the 1/f dependence. It
can be seen that in this narrow range of temperature, the
a strong deviation from 1/f dependence of the spectr
power. The deviation is most visible atT/TCO;1. The spec-
tral power regains its predominant 1/f character both below
and aboveTCO. We find that the spectral power in the regio
of the CO transition temperature can be fitted by a relat
that consists of a 1/f term and a Lorentzian with a corne
frequencyf C

SV~ f !

V2
5

A

f
1

B fC

f 21 f C
2

. ~1!

ConstantsA andB measure the relative strengths of the tw
terms and are derived from fits to the experimental data.
second term, a Lorentzian, arises from a single-freque
fluctuator with a frequencyf C . The lines through the data in
Fig. 5 are fits to Eq.~1!. ~The lower limit of f C is '2 mHz
as set by our experimental system.! In order to compare the
relative strength of the two terms we have obtained the r
tive resistance fluctuation̂dR2/R2& by integratingSV( f )/V2

within the experimental bandwidthf min'1 mHz and f max
'10 Hz:

K dR2

R2 L 5E
f min

f maxA

f
d f1E

f min

f max B fC

f 21 f C
2

d f

5K dR2

R2 L
1

1K dR2

R2 L
2

. ~2!

The temperature dependence of the total fluctuat
^dR2/R2& and the contribution of the 1/f component
^dR2/R2&1 and that of the Lorentzian̂dR2/R2&2 are shown
in Fig. 6. The figure clearly shows again that the predom

FIG. 5. The spectral power as a function of frequency at f
representative temperatures (0.94<T/TCO<1.04). The appearanc
of a distinct Lorentzian riding on the 1/f background is seen. The
lines are fitted to Eq.~1!.
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nant temperature dependence of the noise atT;TCO arises
from the Lorentzian term while the broadband 1/f term is
mainly featureless.

In Fig. 7 we plotf C as function ofT as has been obtaine
by fitting Eq.~1! to the data at each temperature. We obse
that the corner frequencyf C has a nontrivial temperatur
dependence. ForT,240 K, f C increases on heating. How
ever, very close to the transition region (0.98,T/TCO
,1.02) the temperature dependence off C slows down with a
shallow split peak at the transition (T.TCO). For T
.1.02TCO, f C drops rapidly andf C→0 for T>260 K
(T/TCO51.06). f C.2 mHz is the limit of our detection on
the low-frequency side of the spectrum. In the next subs
tion we present the time series data and we show that
single-frequency component is indeed due to RTN. RTN
arise from two-level fluctuators~TLF’s! with two different
conductivities in the two levels. In our sample the relati
fluctuations in the resistance is,100 ppm. This indicates
that the two states of the TLF should have comparable re
tivities.

We associatef C with the average relaxation ratetC
21 of

the TLF’s, so thattC
2152p f C . In this temperature range th

relaxation of the TLF’s is expected to arise from therm
activation through a barrier of energyEa . In that case we
can write

FIG. 6. The temperature dependence of the total fluctua
^dR2/R2&, the contribution of the 1/f component̂ dR2/R2&1 and
that of the Lorentzian̂dR2/R2&2 @see text and Eq.~2!#.

FIG. 7. f C as function ofT. The Ea(T) needed to give the
observed temperature dependence off C , obtained from Eq.~3!, is
also shown.
e
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f C5 f 0 expS 2Ea~T!

kBT D . ~3!

When the activation energyEa is constantf C will increase as
T increases. This happens forT,240 K. ~Above this tem-
peraturef C shows a departure from a simple activated kin
ics with a constantEa .) However, even a small temperatu
dependence ofEa can change the temperature dependenc
f C since it appears in the exponential. Alternatively, it m
also arise from a temperature-dependent attempt freque
f 0 although it is less likely a possibility. The temperatur
dependentEa(T) needed to give the observed temperatu
dependence off C , obtained from Eq.~3!, is also shown in
Fig. 7. ~The attempt ratet0

2152p f 0.6.93107 sec21 was
obtained from the data forT,235 K, whereEa is tempera-
ture independent and was used as constant for other tem
tures.! It is interesting to note that the temperature dep
dence of Ea(T) is rather shallow forT,TCO. It passes
through a plateau in the regionT;TCO and eventually starts
rising for T.TCO. The slowing down of the fluctuation
close toTCO can also arise from slowing down expected ne
a phase transition. The analysis of the experimental dat
the time domain shows that at or near the CO transition
spectral power is indeed dominated by a single-freque
two-level-type fluctuator. In the discussion section we w
address the issue whether the existence of the TLF-type
tuator can be associated with PS nearTCO and whether any
physical significance can be attributed toEa .

A plot of the spectral powerSV( f )/V2 at various frequen-
cies as a function of the sample resistivity is shown in Fig
In the figure the resistivityrCO corresponding toTCO is
marked on the resistivity axis. It is seen that the depende
of the spectral power on the resistivity is very different in t
two regionsr.rCO (T,TCO) andr,rCO (T.TCO). In the
lower-resistance region,SV( f )/V2 is seen to rise sharply with
an increase in the sample resistivity. It increases by ab
four orders of magnitude at low frequencies for one-ord
change in resistivity. In this region the spectral power is p
dominantly 1/f type andSV( f )/V2}r5. At TCO, the noise
essentially reaches its maximum value and forr.rCO ~be-
low TCO) there is a very weak dependence of the spec
power on the sample resistivity.~Note that the dependence o

n
FIG. 8. Conductance fluctuations at various frequencies a

function of the sample resistivity. The resistivityrCO corresponding
to TCO is marked on the resistivity axis.
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FIG. 9. The time series at four representati
temperatures in the range 0.94<T/TCO<1.04.
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the spectral power on the resistivityr is much stronger than
that observed in the usual percolation-type transition as
been seen in some of the systems near the COI-FMM t
sition where the coexisting phases have very differ
conductances.19 There is no reason that such ideas will
valid for the CO transition, where the coexisting phases
any, have similar conductances and which is not a perc
tion type of transition.!

B. Time domain data

The voltage fluctuation,DV(t), in the time domain had
been recorded as a time series from which the spectral po
SV( f ) was obtained. The time series are shown in figure 9
four representative temperatures in the range 0.94<T/TCO
<1.04. These are at the same temperatures wheref SV( f )/V2

vs f has been shown in Fig. 5. It can be clearly seen tha
T;TCO when the single-frequency Lorentzian predominat
we have the presence of RTN-type jumps in the time se
where the voltage fluctuation oscillates between a ‘‘hig
fluctuation and a ‘‘low’’ fluctuation level. There is the pre
ence of a substantial 1/f component in the power spectra. A
a result the RTN~which has a lower frequency! modulates
the time series of the broadband 1/f noise. Within each
‘‘high’’ and ‘‘low’’ state the voltage jump follows the 1/f
spectra. The averagetC

21.thigh
21 1t low

21 , wherethigh andt low

are the average times spent in the high and low states
spectively. Though thethigh and t low are not the same the
are very similar in the temperature window studied. It
clear that the appearance of the single-frequency Lorent
in the spectral power is due to the RTN-type behavior see
the time domain data in the temperature range close toTCO
(0.96>T/TCO>1.04). Outside this temperature window
either does not exist or is not observable due to finite ob
vation time consideration or has very small magnitude
yond the detection limit.
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The RTN observed in our sample close to the CO tran
tion and that observed in La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 ~Ref. 18! near the
FM-COI transition have both similarities as well as notab
differences. Both samples show RTN and have nontriv
temperature dependence for the relaxation rates for
TLF’s. However, the relative fluctuation observed for the
system is much larger than that seen in the Pr system. Th
explainable because the coexisting phases in the La sys
being FM and COI phases, have different conductiviti
while in the Pr system the two states of the TLF’s ha
similar conductivities, both being insulating phases~to be
discussed later!. In the Pr system the RTN peaks near t
TCO, while in the La system it peaks atT!TC . This is
presumably due to the fact that the transition in the La s
tem may have a percolation aspect.

C. Nonlinear conductivity and noise

Preliminary investigation of nonlinear conduction and
relation to electrical noise in manganites has been repo
by our group previously in Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3 films.17,22 Onset
of nonlinear electrical transport belowTCO including a re-
gime showing negative differential resistance have been
ported by us before in Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3.8 In this report we
specifically discuss the question of noise as the electro
transport enters the regime of nonlinear conduction. O
present experimental setup where the dc bias~that controls
the nonlinear conductivity! and ac bias~that measures the
noise! are separated allows us to do the experiment clea
To our knowledge the noise in these systems has not b
investigated by this technique.

As the bias is increased beyond a threshold valueJth the
E-J curve begins to deviate from linearity. This is show
in Fig. 10 as an example atT5226 K. In this graph we
plot the dynamic resistivitydE/dJ as function of the scaled
current Jdc/Jth . ~For details of nonlinear conduction i
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Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3 as a function ofT we refer to our previous
work.8! We find that forJdc'Jth a large low-frequency com
ponent arises in the spectral density similar to that seen c
to TCO. A typical example of the appearance of excess lo
frequency noise in the form of a Lorentzian at the onset
nonlinear conduction is shown in Fig. 11. In this figure w
have plottedf SV( f )/V2 as a function off for four values of
Jdc at T5226 K. We have fitted the power spectra using E
~1!. The appearance of a substantial low-frequency Lore
ian atJdc;Jth is apparent. The variation off C with Jdc/Jth is
shown in Fig. 10. Thef C within the experimental error is
essentially unchanged untilJdc/Jth'1. For Jdc/Jth.1, f C
increases with the applied dc bias.

In the same figure we have also plotted the relative re
tance fluctuations and its two components by integrating
spectral power as in Eq.~2! at T5226 K. As shown in Fig.
10, the value of the 1/f component of noise shows no chan
with applied bias while the excess low-frequency compon
^dR2/R2&2 shows a jump by nearly an order of magnitude
Jdc5Jth . We do not take the data at a very high bias beca
the noise spectra show signs of drifts at higherJdc. At the
bias used, there is no heating of the sample. This
checked by attaching a thermometer directly on the sam

FIG. 10. Dependence of the dynamic resistivitydE/dJ, f C , and
the contribution of the 1/f component̂ dR2/R2&1 and that of the
Lorentzian^dR2/R2&2 as function of the dc biasJdc at T5226 K.

FIG. 11. A typical example of the appearance of excess lo
frequency Lorentzian noise at the onset of nonlinear conductio
T5226 K. The lines are fitted to Eq.~1!.
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In the temperature range of the present investigationT
.220 K), the detectable heating ('0.5 K) occurs only for
Jdc>1 A/cm2, which is much larger than the dc bias used
us. ~The observed increase inf C as well as in the relative
fluctuation if it would have been from heating would need
heating ofDT'10 K, which is much larger than any mea
sured heating.!

The current-induced RTN at the onset of nonlinear co
duction for T,TCO is similar to that which appears forT
'TCO in zero applied bias. However, the relative fluctuati
of resistance is much less in the case of the current-indu
RTN. The current-induced RTN is interesting because
would imply appearance of the TLF’s from the coexistin
phases whose conversion from one to the other has b
kinetically frozen out by the relative large barrier to activ
tion (Ea'0.4–0.5 eV). The current presumably destabiliz
one of the phases and thus creates a nonequilibrium s
tion. In this context the increase off C for J.Jth and the
onset of nonequilibrium conditions may be interpreted a
suppression of the activation barrierEa by the applied cur-
rent. Even a small suppression ofEa is enough to produce
the observed shift inf C . However, we have noa priori
reason to justify why such a reduction ofEa should happen
by the applied current.

The current-induced RTN can be seen only in a narr
temperature window atT,TCO. ForT.235 K thef C of the
unbiased sample itself is large. The current causes an upw
shift of the f C but as T→TCO the changes inf C due to
current bias could not be detected unambiguously. At m
lower T (T,200 K) f C is below our spectral detection limit
However, in this temperature range one can measure the
noise. In Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3 for T,150 K at current densities
Jdc@Jth there is an onset of a region of negative different

FIG. 12. E vs J curves along with the rms fluctuation as
function of J. The fluctuation peaks near theJth and becomes large
again at the region of negative differential resistance. In the sa
figure we show the same data taken on a charge-ordered film
Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3 for comparison.
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resistance. In Fig. 12 we plot theE vs J curve along with the
rms fluctuation as a function ofJ. The fluctuation peaks nea
Jth and becomes large again at the region of negative dif
ential resistance. In the same figure we show the same
taken on a charge-ordered film of Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3 for
comparison.17 The onset of large fluctuations at the thresho
current density for nonlinear conduction is thus a gene
phenomena.~The film of Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3, like other films of
CO materials, may not have long-range charge ordering
like Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3. That may explain their low value o
Jth .)

Before we end this section we summarize the import
results:

~1! There is the appearance of large low-frequency fl
tuations nearTCO. The low-frequency noise has character
tics of Lorentzian at a single frequencyf C . f C have a non-
trivial T dependence. The time domain data can relate
Lorentzian in power spectra as arising from RTN.

~2! There is coexistence of the RTN and 1/f -type fluctua-
tions and they have distinctly differentT dependences. I
appears that they may arise from different origin and diff
ent length scales.

~3! Application ofJdc leads to onset of nonlinear condu
tivity. The onset of nonlinear conductivity also leads to
low-frequency RTN-type noise as seen close toTCO in zero
bias.

~4! The noise aboveTCO that has a 1/f spectral depen-
dence increases rapidly as the CO transition is approac
from above. However, the 1/f noise has a shallow tempera
ture dependence belowTCO.

IV. DISCUSSION

We note that the spectral power has two distin
components—the 1/f component~present at allT) and the
Lorentzian component arising from RTN-type fluctuation o
curring within a narrow temperature window aroundTCO.
From the observed data it is a reasonable assumption
these two arise from two different sets of fluctuators mak
independent contributions. In the discussion below we wo
like to probe the origin of these two sets of fluctuators t
presumably may occur at different length scales.

The appearance of RTN-type fluctuation can be associ
with coexisting phases of different conductivity. If the tw
coexisting phases contribute to the conductivity fluctuat
in the time scale of our experiment, there should be dyna
ics associated with these phases in this time scale. This
dynamics can come from a transformation from one phas
the other. This transformation will take place through an
ergy barrier by thermal activation. This is the general pict
that is used to justify existence of low-frequency noise in
region with phase separation. The important question
What are the coexisting phases at the CO transition? In C
systems in which the noise has been investigated
coexisting phases can be FM and CO phases,19 but the FM
phase does not appear here. We seek the answer to
question from two structural studies using neutrons13 done
on the CO system Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and transmission
electron microscopy23 ~TEM! done on a related system
r-
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La0.225Pr0.4Ca0.375MnO3, which shows a transition from CO
to FM phase.

The neutron study13 on Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 found that below
TCO two phases that coexist are the charge-ordered ph
with eg orbitals oriented in thea-c plane and the ROO phas
with the eg orbitals oriented perpendicular to thea-c plane.
The two phases have opposite orthorhombicity and can
exist due to strain consideration where the strain created
the CO phase is balanced by the opposite strain of the R
phase. This can build up a strain-mediated self-organi
structure.24 The nucleation of the ROO phase occurs ju
below TCO and these two phases coexist in almost eq
proportion. The coexistence of these two phases occur
mesoscopic scale 50–200 nm. Both phases are charge l
ized although the ROO phase has a lesser degree of ch
localization and is expected to have a larger conductivity

TEM studies23 of the La0.225Pr0.4Ca0.375MnO3 system
showed that in addition to the FM and COI phases there
coexisting charge-disordered insulating phases~CDI!. The
large RTN~in the time scale of few seconds! near the FM-
COI transition was found to arise from the coexisting CO
CDI phases. The CDI phase occurs in a length scale
10–20 nm.

In view of the above we propose that the RTN observ
by us in Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3 close toTCO arises from the coex-
istence of CO and ROO phases. Both these phases are c
localized and are both insulating. However, the degree
charge localization is less in the ROO phase, which ha
greater degree of disorder.13 One would expect the ROO
phase to have higher conductivity although the two pha
will have similar order of conductivity. The relatively low
magnitude of the RTN (,100 ppm) can thus be explaine
from the similar conductivities of the two states of the TL

The RTN needs cooperative switching between the t
states and this would need a transition between coexis
states over mesoscopic length scales. Such a coexistenc
come from strain accommodation between the two pha
with opposite volume strain, which can self-organize to
mesoscopic scale.24 The RTN would arise form transforma
tion between the two phases that are kinetically stabilized
an energy barrier. The observed activation energyEa associ-
ated with thef C can thus be interpreted as the energy bar
between the two phases. We can obtain an estimate of
length scale (Lc) over which the transformation occurs from
the value ofEa('0.45 eV). From the neutron studies of th
two coexisting phases,13 we find that the transformation
would involve a strain accommodation of the order ofe
'1023. The bulk modulus of these oxides are in the range
'100–200 GPa. This gives an energy dens
'50–100 kJ/m3 associated with the transformation. Assum
ing a spherical transformation volume of diameterLc and an
activation energy ofEa'0.45 eV we obtain an estimateLc
'30 nm. ~A somewhat larger estimate ofLc'40250 nm
will be obtained if the strain is accommodated through
shear process, the shear modulus being much sm
'30 GPa.! This value agrees very nicely with the scale
mesoscopic phase separation seen in these solids. The
variation inEa that would be needed to explain theT depen-
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dence off C can arise even if there is a small increase in
accommodation strain between the two phases asT→TCO.

The observed attempt frequencyf 0 is rather low
('107 sec21). This is much less than the typical magnitu
of the jump frequency (101221014 sec21) seen in relaxation
processes that involve one or few atoms. The low value of 0

or the relaxation ratet0
21 suggests that the process involv

mesoscopic length scales. The rearrangement process w
involve propagation of the strain field created by the tra
formation process over a length scaleLc . This would deter-
mine the scale of jump frequencyf 0. ~Alternatively this may
also mean that there may be an entropy term that must
be considered in addition to the activation energy term.!

The coexistence of the CO and ROO phases can also
tify the observation of current-induced RTN. At any give
temperature there is an equilibrium volume fraction of t
two phases. BelowTCO the transformation between them
kinetically frozen. The current-induced RTN accompanyi
nonlinear transport will imply that on application of theJdc
one of the states becomes unstable and this changes the
librium concentration of the two phases. In this context
recall that in La0.225Pr0.4Ca0.375MnO3 it has been observe
that23 on exposure to electron current in an electron mic
scope the CO phase breaks down to CDI phase of len
scales'20 nm once the current exceeds a threshold
'0.5 A/cm2. This is what is expected also in the coexisti
phases under a bias current. It is likely that the CO ph
breaks down to a more conducting ROO phase with cur
bias, thus reducing its resistivity and enhancing the RT
Interestingly the threshold current level seen by usJth
'0.1–0.5 A/cm2 for nonlinear conduction matches ve
well with the results of electron-induced CO instability.23

The strain-induced self-organization is a feature seen
alloys showing shape memory. We have recently studied
resistance noise in the shape memory alloy NiTi as it is ta
through the austenite-martensite transformation.25 Interest-
ingly we find that at the transition the noise becomes v
large and the spectral power shows a large deviation from
simple 1/f power dependence at low frequenciesf
<0.1 Hz). The large deviation of the observedSV( f ) in NiTi
near the austenite-martensite transformation thus has a
larity with the spectral power seen nearTCO in our sam-
ple.This issue is currently under investigation.

The existence of 1/f noise does not need existence
coexisting phases at mesoscopic scale and it can appear
processes that occur at the atomic level. In our samplef
noise occurs over the whole temperature range; however
most notable feature is the rapid increase of 1/f noise as the
TCO is approached from above. An increase in 1/f noise in
insulators on cooling is generally seen as a reflection of
reduction in the carrier density on cooling. In that case o
would expect a direct correspondence of theSV( f ) andr. In
our sample however, we find a virtual decoupling of the t

*Electronic address: avik@physics.iisc.ernet.in
†Electronic address: arup@physics.iisc.ernet.in
1Y. Tokura and N. Nagaosa, Science~Washington, DC, U.S.! 288,
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while the noise increases much faster thanr asT→TCO from
above and it is essentially temperature independent be
TCO wherer continues to rise following an activated beha
ior.

We made another very interesting observation in the P
of the voltage fluctuation. We find that while at high tem
perature the PDF can be described by a Gaussian de
dence, asTCO is approached the PDF shows a non-Gauss
tail eventually taking the form of a Poissonian depende
just aboveTCO (T/TCO;1.04). In the region close toTCO
(T/TCO<1.04) the PDF is dominated by the RTN. Howeve
below 230 K when the RTN contribution is less again t
PDF of the 1/f noise can be studied, and we find that it h
regained its Gaussian form. The decoupling of the 1/f noise
from the resistivity and appearance of non-Gaussian fluc
tion points to building up of a correlation in the charg
disordered liquid as the carrier is getting frozen in the C
state. We propose the following scenario for the unusual te
perature dependence of the 1/f noise although we do no
have independent supporting evidence for this scenario.
localization of the charges or groups of charges around s
cific lattice sites can lead to a local Coulomb potential th
can relax over long time scales. This can lead to a lo
frequency charge dynamics that can enhance the l
frequency noise. As the sample is getting cooled and
charge is getting localized, the relaxation time of the cha
fluctuation will increase, leading to enhanced low-frequen
spectral power. The freezing of the charges in the CO stat
this case will be a glasslike freezing of the charge liqu
Below TCO the frozen-in defects in the charge lattice w
provide the path to relaxation just as it happens in atom
relaxation in a structural glass, and this will makeSV( f )
temperature independent. This behavior is under detailed
vestigation and we refrain from making further comments
this.

To conclude, we have carried out comprehensive stud
on low-frequency conductance noise in a CO system near
CO transition temperature. We find that there are two ty
of noise~RTN and 1/f ) with distinct characteristics that ac
company the CO transition. The RTN occurring close to
CO transition or occurring due to current-induced destab
zation of the CO state is due to coexisting CO and RO
phases. This is a mesoscopic phenomena occurring ove
estimated length scale of'30 nm. The 1/f noise most likely
occurs at a microscopic length scale and it is strongly
fected by charge localization at the onset of CO transitio
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